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REVIEW 2004 FORECAST
QUESTION: What's the probability that the 2004
job market will be a market where much hiring
occurs? ANSWER: A GOOD probability.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS
¾ Statistics show plans for hiring especially in
financial services/insurance/real estate with
employees/managers ready to change jobs.
¾ Sources: headhunters actually have lively
searches; local financial hiring authorities can
see business expanding; only 50% of CEOs
have a "wait and see" attitude (vs. last year
majority were pessimistic & most planning on
laying off) while only 36% are planning more
layoffs.

REVIEW 2004 FORECAST
QUESTIONS: Who's hiring? who isn't hiring? What to do?
NON-GROWTH SECTORS
¾ Restructuring & maybe bonds.
¾ Most of money management: "Quote (re analysts pay ⇓ as part
of fall out from Wall Street scandals) says it all. And we
haven't yet begun to see the lawsuits hitting the State Streets
and Fidelitys because all the focus is right now on suing the
investment firms and companies."
GROWTH TO STEADY SECTORS
¾ Private banking, cash management, compliance, consulting,
corporate, credit derivatives, investment banking/private
equity/venture capital, hedge fund/fund of funds, credit, &
risk management.
BEST CAREER STRATEGY
¾ Adapt/expand your personal sustainable competitive
advantage to a global workforce. Dust off that resume and
start working that supporting network NOW - there's gold to
be had in this new economic landscape*!
* However, remember the 100% effect so minimize your risks while you're at it.

2005 JOB OUTLOOK FORECAST
QUESTION: What's the probability that the 2005
job market will be a market where much hiring
occurs?
ANSWER: A lower probability than 2004 but
better than 2003.
REASON FOR ANSWER:
• There's a consensus among almost all sources
that both the world and U.S. economic growth
will be lower in 2005.
• The job market is a first derivative of economic
growth because the value of the job market is
dependent upon the value of the underlying
economies' growth.
• Lower economic growth = lower hiring.

2005 JOB OUTLOOK FORECAST
QUESTIONS: Who's hiring? who isn't hiring? What to do?
NON-GROWTH SECTORS
¾
Maybe bonds, hedge funds/fund of funds, real estate,
restructuring.
GROWTH TO STEADY SECTORS
¾
Banking, cash management, compliance, consulting,
corporate, credit derivatives, investment banking/private
equity/venture capital, credit, money management, not-forprofit development, private banking.
HOT SECTORS
¾
Audit, accounting, CFOs, defense, off shore outsourcing, risk
management.
BEST CAREER STRATEGY
¾
Make hay while the sun still shines BUT also put away for a
rainy day by:
1.
If you don't have a job, get a job NOW even if it means
changing fields.
2.
Build your current career - focus efforts on achievements.
3.
Build your network broadly - it's your future safety net.

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE I
¾ CFOs of U.S. corporations are markedly less optimistic about the US
economy in 2005 than they were in 2004: nearly 60% in 9/13/04
Duke University CFO Outlook Survey list potential for U.S. economic
growth as their #1 risk, then consumer spending & health care costs
as their next 2 top risks followed by domestic terrorism risk.
¾ In same study CFOs expect to increase offshore employment 40% with
an increase of another 6.4% of employment outsourced and only a
3.1% increase in domestic employment.
¾ Consumer confidence down 4 months in a row could reflect slower
spending in coming months.
¾ UCLA Berkeley real estate forecast indicates 60% surveyed expect
moderate economic growth with higher interest rates, weak job
creation, rising energy prices, geopolitical events creating concern
with only boom sector being the defense industry where spending by
the federal government is expected to rise. Similar sentiments
reflected in Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2005 report issued by ULI
and PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.
¾ "We do think things will slow down - the question is how much?" David Wyss, an economist at S&P; AP 11/19/04 article on the Index of
Leading Economic Indicators falling for 5th straight month.
¾ New report commissioned by a bipartisan congressional commission
said 406,000 jobs will migrate overseas in 2005, including an increase
of financial services, research, back office & white collar. 11/28TIMESARGUS

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE II
¾ The majority of affluent (wealthiest 10%) Americans in survey show a
continuing decline over a 6 month period regarding their optimism
about current and future business conditions with optimism levels
regarding 1 year expectations for business conditions, the stock
market, and their own personal household income now back to Fall
2002 levels, which are the lowest ever recorded for this survey.
11/23/04 news release by American Affluence Research.
¾ OECD foresees world economy growth in 2005 of 2.9% vs. 3.6% in
2004. - A clouded outlook, The Economist, 11/30/04
¾ American executives that are part of NETSHARE: 68% concerned about
extended economic outlook and 95% are concerned about the future
of their own company, 52% says their overall net worth has decreased
- all numbers that are less than last year's survey's values.
¾ College hiring (especially of accountants and by technology firms,
investment banks, and consulting companies) is up, expected to be by
13% over last year with 4 in 5 employers calling job market for new
grads good-excellent versus fewer than 2 in 5 saying that last year. AP
11/26/04 article.
¾ "When gains are averaged out, 2004 has produced about 200,000 jobs
a month - healthy but not robust, given that population growth alone
requires creation of at least 150,000. - 11/28/04 WFAA.com
HEADHUNTERS:
¾ Everyone diversified has been busy & has searches lined up into 2005.

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE III
¾ Chicago PMI report has 11/04 employment jumping to 60.8%, down
from 79.7% but a 4th month of acceleration and the highest reading in
10 years.
¾ The Business Roundtable's CEO Economic Outlook Survey released
12/1/04: shows U.S. CEOs slightly less optimistic about the economy
than in 9/04 because of a somewhat less robust employment outlook
and a marginal decline in the sales outlook but are still forecasting
continuing solid growth with a slight easing from 2004 levels but
nowhere near the lows in 2002 & 2003.
¾ Their (CEOs above) concerns: healthcare costs as greatest pressure,
then litigation costs and effects on consumer spending and business
costs from energy prices effects. Report is now only for a 6 month
forecast - not a whole year.
¾ Hourly compensation has risen faster than productivity in each of the
past 2 quarters and that pattern is likely to continue, which means
that unit labor costs will keep rising. Combined with different global
environment (dollar dropping, etc..) intense global competition has
not gone away so it will keep a lid on US pricing, which means cost
pressures are increasing for companies. - 12/6/04 Business Week
¾ The gap between corporate profits and the operating earnings
investors follow is the widest it's been since 2002 says S&P; may
signal that charges/write-offs that made earnings suspect are making
a slow comeback. - 11/8/04 USA Today

BEST CAREER STRATEGY
¾ Your career is a second derivative because its value is
dependent upon the ∆ in job market's value in your sector,
which is dependent upon overall ∆ in economy's value. Given,
E[2005 GDP] ⇓ from 2004 GDP = E[2005 job market] ⇓ from
2004 GDP so you need to carry an "umbrella" in 2005's
potentially overcast job market climate by utilizing the
following strategy:

Make hay while the sun still shines BUT
also put away for a rainy day by:
1.If you don't have a job, get a job NOW
even if it means changing fields.
2.Build your current career - focus efforts
on achievements.
3.Build your network broadly - it's your
future safety net.

Have a healthy, safe
prosperous &
Happy New Year!
Kathy Graham
& the staff/management of
HQ Search, Inc.

